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Hello I am Inês.

I am an award winning designer, an experienced professional of 10 years in Health & Social Care and 
a parent.
 
My experience as a professional and a parent has skilled me in triage which enables me to overcome 
every challenge that comes my way.
 
My character and experience of design helps me do it creatively and with joy.
 
As innovation is all about going beyond limits, every project is approached with excitement and an 
open mind. Coupled with deep empathy for others, I feel enables me to create simple and elegant 
solutions that connect people and embrace and enrich their experiences, in balance with always 
meeting the commercial needs and pressures we all face.
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SYNERGY
PRODUCT, UX & SERVICE DESIGN

01. 
10 WEEKS
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BRIEF: 
Live Project - Design an office desk to 
encourage a quiet working environment to aid focus &  minimised distractions. Embody this thinking into a 
design philosophy and make a product that expresses this identity.
Apply mindfulness thinking to your design.

Working with Sebastian Cox and Brogan Cox

A LIVE PROJECT

Brief developed by 
Sebastian & Brogan Cox

Commissioned for 
production by iDesign. 

Sebastian Cox Ltd

Thames Side Studios, 
Harrington Way,

Greenwich, 
London SE18 5NR

iDesign Ltd

Unit 3
Dart Business Park

Topsham, Devon
EX3 0QH
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INSIGHTS

74% of workers experience pain 
at their desk a few times a week

Business focus on well‐being =
Less absences, better retention, 

less recruitment costs

Mindfulness improves “human 
capital” through improved skills 

and motivation

2Yr Stanford Study shows 13% increase in 
performance when home-working is used

UK COST EACH YEAR 
FROM PRESENTEEISM£15.1BILLION

SKETCHING
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SKETCH MODELS ITERATION
Through numerous sketch models, testing and iteration to optimise 
design and manufacturing the product was developed.
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DEVELOPMENT

SKETCH 
MODELLING

FUSION360 TEXTILE 
CRAFT

PLA 
3D PRINTING

HANDMADE

Developed during the Covid-19 lockdown with limited access to 
manufacturing/making processes.

MANUFACTURING

Pozidriv Countersunk Steel 
Wood Screw - 5mm Thread, 
50mm Length X 4

Threaded Rods & Studs, M8, 
50mm &
Threaded Insert Nut M8x20mm 
x1/leg joint

Pozidriv Countersunk Steel 
Wood Screw - 5mm Thread, 
50mm Length X 1 in each 
standing dowel

PRODUCTION 
PROCESSES

MATERIAL
RESEARCH

CUSTOMER 
ASSEMBLY
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MARKETING

Product pamphlet and press release produced for its promotion. 

STORYBOARD
Illustration drawings commissioned from Molly Nowell. 
Adobe Premier sound and annotations by me.

Please access full video at https://youtu.be/Ph8LZSxN-qU
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ORIGINS
PRODUCT, UX & SERVICE DESIGN

02. 
5 WEEKS
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BRIEF: 
Design a range of homewares that 
celebrates ideas and principles associated with product provenance.

Create 3-5 products in the range.

CONSUMERS

- Provenance is attractive because it offers: 
 - a celebration of roots  
 - clarity
 - connectivity
 - relevance 
 - consistency

BUT 

- Production systems are too complex meaning less 
visibility to the impact of consumer choices.

- Credibility of brands is difficult to trust.

- Have limited time to make connections to place and 
others.

- Survey identified that users find food and scents are 
linked to memories and emotions, creating  connec-
tion.

- Sustainable scents and food perceived to cost more.

- Provenance gives brand character & 
authenticity.

BUT

- The constrictions involved in place, craft 
process etc often lead to expensive batch 
productions.

- Cost prohibitive competition 
methods and transport.

- Products packed with choices are often 
under used.

- Fashion equals disposability.

- Material choices are often toxic with 
long lives damaging the environment.

INSIGHTS

BUSINESSES ECO-SYSTEMS
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EXPERIENCE CONNECTION SUSTAINABLE SYSTEMS

To self through sensory enriching 
experiences.

To others through shared experiences.

Through visibility of systems behind 
product purchases.

Memorising the story in consumption.

Developing provenance & origin.

Products that bring quality of life.

Traceability & visibility of production & 
materials.

Craft & social sustainability & inclusion.

Shared resources & costs for SMEs.

Through the connection, transparency & treasuring of origins, for the 
development, deeper experience and appreciation of provenance.

SOLUTION DIGITAL BOOST
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DEVELOPMENT

HANDMADECNC 3D PRINTING CAD LASER CUTTING

PACKAGING DESIGN

BIODEGRADABLE RE-USABLERECYCLEABLE

- Rice paper packaging dissolves quickly. 
Seeds are spaced accordingly. Hassle free 
packaging.

- Biodegradable Use cork pots indoors or plant 
the pot straight into the garden.

- Re-use cork packaging lid as a coaster, or 
water catcher for the plant pot.

PACKAGING IS THE PRODUCT
- Social responsibility delivered through 
sustainable re-use of packaging & product 
waste into quality products that can help the 
homeless.

- Sustainable material. Lighter to transport, 
less energy to process, easily degradable or 
re-used.

RESPONSIBLE CONSUMPTION
- Creative use of material properties reduces 
use of adhesives for a sustainable eco-friendly 
product.

- Value for money with cost effective materials 
and processes, as well as the ability to re-use 
the packaging, means more value per use.

MATERIALITY
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SENSIT
PRODUCT & UX  DESIGN

03. 
10 WEEKS
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BRIEF: 
Create a design concept proposal for a communication device (that is 
viable, feasible and desirable).
Think transgenerationally.
 
Focus your design around aspirations and needs that connect 
generations.

INSIGHTS

How you communicate is often 
not how you are understood

Generational differences in 
context and free time, affect how 

we are understood

That affects our trust, 
relationships and understanding 

of each other

Good communication connects us to others 
for stronger communities and a more 

inclusive & happier society

EACH YEAR SPENT 
ON MENTAL HEALTH£34 BILLION
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DEVELOPMENT

SKETCH 
MODELLING

PLA 
3D PRINTING

FUSION360 SOLIDWORKSGEL 
3D PRINTING INDEPENDENCE 

THROUGH
 CONNECTION

YOU’RE
IN

CONTROL

MENTAL
HEALTH

VISIBILITY

SHARED
GENERATIONAL 

LANGUAGE

Empathy through embrace.

Assisted care and support through technology.

Needs & experiences translated effectively across generations.

The Sensit top allows those who support you, to be there at a distance when needed, so you can take 
those next steps forward, independently. 

YOU ARE ALWAYS IN CONTROL AND WITH SENSIT YOU HAVE ASSISTANCE AT YOUR FINGER TIPS.

SOLUTION
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STORYBOARD
Illustration drawings commissioned from Freyja von Barnholt Krag
Adobe Premier sound and annotations by me.

Please access full video at https://youtu.be/sinwXEffnck

PROFESSIONAL PRACTICE
SERVICE DESIGN & MANAGEMENT

04. 
10 WEEKS
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Managing the Devon Framework agreement awarded to GCS including engaging with key stakeholders & partners (such as NHS, DCC, Westward care, 
MIND, HFT) to deliver contractual requirements of new business.

To work across all methods of GCS’s growth including organic, Launchpads and acquisitions covering Devon, Cornwall, Bristol, Havant and Barnsley.

Care at home

We’re here to improve people’s lives and create possibilities for them

MAIN ROLE:
NATIONAL PERSONALISATION CONTRACTS MANAGER

CONTRACTS 
MANAGEMENT

IDENTIFYING
GROWTH

PARTNERSHIP 
MANAGEMENT

QUALITY & 
COMPLIANCE
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THANK YOU

GET IN TOUCH
07702794898

ines@inescapabledesign.co.uk
www.inescapabledesign.co.uk


